
Understanding HEXFET® Switching Performance

A simple analytical technique for predicting the switching
performance of the HEXFET is presented.

Closed-form solutions for the gate voltage. drain current. and
drain voltage during the switching interval. in terms of each of
the relevant device and circuit parameters. are derived.

A specific design example is considered. in which the effects
are demonstrated of the drive circuit resistance. drain circuit
inductance. and drive voltage. on the switching time and switch-
ing energy.

The HEXFET is an almost ideal switch. which is character-
ized by very high gain and extremely fast switching characteris-
tics. While users often ignore the intricacies of the switching
operation. on the assumption that this is not critical to the
overall design. the fact is that a clear understanding of the
factors that affect switching can have a profound effect upon
the system performance. particularly in high frequency circuits.
and is. therefore. of vital interest to the user who needs to
optimize his design.

Another reason why many users have a rather incomplete
understanding of the HEXFET's switching operation is that the
device is still relatively new. and H EXFET circuit design know-
how has not yet matured. Users also tend to relate to their
experience with bipolar transistors. The switching operation of
bipolars is very difficult to analyze. and hence an empirical"try
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Figure 1. Electrical Model for HEXFET

it and see" approach has generally held sway over more rigorous
analytical techniques.

One of the major "incidental" benefits of the HEX FET -in
addition to its very real operating advantages-is that it lends
itself rather well to analytical modeling; its operation can. there-
fore. be predicted rather easily at the design stage.

The primary objective of this application note is to show how.
starting with a simple model of the HEXFET and using logical
reasoning. the principles that govern the HEXFET's operation
in a switching circuit can be readily predicted. and approximate
mathematical relationships that describe these waveforms can
be readily derived. Emphasis will be placed upon an under-
standing of basic principles.

The electrical model for the HEXFET is shown in Figure I.
The self-capacitances are actually nonlinear functions of the
applied voltage; also. to some extent. of the drain current. For
purposes of analysis. however. these capacitances will be
assumed to have fixed values; this does not detract from our
basic objective. which is to understand fundamental principles.

This simple model of the HEXFET is assumed to have a
linear transfer characteristic. with slope gfs and gate threshold
voltage VT' The external drain current is assumed
to be instantaneously responsive to the gate voltage. for
operation in the active region.

Under transient switching conditions. charging and dis-
charging currents flow through the various self-
capacitive elements. The paths for components of these currents
is through the drain-to-source terminals. The presence of these
internal capacitive currents is assumed not to affect the transfer
characteristic between the gate voltage and the external drain
current.

The presence of CDS will also generally be ignored for
operations in the active region. This is valid because the effect of
the gate-to-drain capacitance CGO-providing. as it does. a
~oupling path from the drain circuit to the relatively sensitive
gate circuit-generally "swamps"the effect of CDS,

The clamped load is assumed to have sufficient inductance
that the current nowing in it has a constant value 10 throughout
the switching interval (Figure 2). The inductance Lt represents
"unclampcd" stray circuit inductance.

The effect of the common source inductance LS' shown
dashed in Figure 2. will generally bc neglected. This is not



because it is necessarily negligible, but because to include it in a
general analysis complicates the issue, making clarity of
presentation and a grasp of fundamental principles more
difficult. We prefer instead to consider the modifying effect of
this inductance once the basic analysis is complete.

A number of switching circuits can be resolved into the
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2, or variants thereof, and in
this sense the analysis is fairly general. The main point,
however, is that the chosen circuit serves as a vehicle for
obtaining an understanding of basic principles; once this has
been accomplished the designer will be well equipped to deal
with the switching operating of the HEXFET in any circuit.

In.stantaneous drain-source voltage
Instantaneous gate-source voltage
Instantaneous gate-drain voltage
Steady applied drain circuit voltage
Applied positive gate drive voltage (turn-on)
Gate threshold voltage
Positive gate drive "forcing" ,oltage (VOR - VT)
Applied negative gate drive voltage (turn-ofO
Initial value of drain-source voltage at start of
interval

VGS' Initial value of gate-source voltage at start of interval
VCLAMP Orain-source clamping voltage

vo
vGS
vGO
Vo
VOR
VT

VF
-V2
YO'

Instantaneous current flowing into drain terminal
Instantaneous current in CGS
Instantaneous current in CGO
Steady current in clamped inductive load
Initial value of current flowing into drain terminal at
start of interval

R OR Gate drive circuit resistance
ROS(ON) On-state resistance of HEXFET

Stray drain circuit resistance
Stray drain circuit inductance
Inductance in series with source that is common to
gate circuit
Gate-source capacitance of HEXFET
Gate-drain capacitance of HEXFET
Orain-source capacitance of HEXFET

CGS + CGO
COS+CGO
Transconductance of HEXFET
Oifferential operator

CGS
CGO
COS
CG
Co
gfs
p

V. Analysis of Switching Operation
Each switching sequence, either from the OFF to the ON

condition, or vice versa, is subdivided into a number of separate
intervals, for which different constraints and conditions apply.
Each interval will be considered in sequence. The end-conditions
for one interval become the starting conditions for the next. For
simplicity we will take t = 0 at the start of each new interval.

The approach will be to consider each time interval in a
qualitative manner, and through a process of reasoning based
upon the known conditions and constraints, deduce as much as
we can about the general shapes of the dynamic waveforms of
drain voltage, drain current and gate voltage.

For certain time intervals this qualitative reasoning leads
directly to the parametric analytic solution for that interval; for
other time intervals, however, the analytic solutions are not so
quickly obtained. except for parametric extremes at each end of
the possible spectrum of external circuit conditions; a wide
middle range of conditions remains for which derivation of the
parametric solutions is rather too lengthy to be presented in its
entirety, and in these cases we will simply state the final
solutions.

A. TURN-ON
Turn-On Delay Interval 1
The circuit model for this interval is shown in Figure 3, and

operating waveforms are shown in Figure 4. The applied drive
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voltage is assumed to rise instantaneously to its full value;
however, the voltage actually appearing between the gate and
source terminals, which directly controls the external drain
current, rises at a finite rate determined by the gate-to-source
and drain-to-source self-capacitances. No drain current flows
so long as the gate voltage is less than the threshold voltage, VT.
The end of the turn-on delay period is defined as the point at
which the gate-to-source voltage becomes equal to the threshold
voltage.

The analytic solution for the turn-on delay is almost trivial.
Since no drain current flows, the drain voltage remains at YD'
Both the "drain" terminal of CaD and the "source"terminal of
Cas sensibly do not change their potentials. The drive source
voltage, VDR, 'sees' the parallel combination of CaD" Cas =
Ca, through the series resistor RDR' The gate-to-source
voltage vas follows a classical exponential:

The general circuit model for this iQterval is shown in Figure
5. The drain current now rises as the drain voltage falls. Which
of these events is completed first depends upon the external
circuit parameters. When one of these events is completed (or
both simultaneously) the interval ends.
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Figure 7, Waveforms for Turn-On Interval 2
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Since the drain current iD is less than the current 10 through-
out this period, the difference between 10 and iD must continue
to circulate in the freewheeling rectifier D, forcing this diode to
stay in conduction. This keeps the potential at the "top" of Lt
virtually constant at YD'

As the gate-to-source voltage rises above the threshold level,
the drain current starts to increase since drain current is propor-
tional to gate voltage. The dnin voltage also starts to fall
because the increasing drain current induces a voltage across
Lt. As the drain voltage falls, current ia D flows out of the
"Miller" capactance CaD; this current is drawn from the drive
source, and deprives the gate-source capacitance Cas of a
portion of the charging current it would otherwise have
received. This, in turn, reduces the rate of change of gate volt-
age, and hence also of drain current.

A dynamically "intertwined" situation obviously exists, by
virtue of the "negative feedback" effect that couples the drain
circuit to the gate circuit via the "Miller"capacitance CaD' The
"strength" of this feedback depends upon the ratio of the exter-
nal circuit parameters Lt to RDR' as we will now see.

Large Lt means large impedance to the rate of change of
drain current, while small RDR means fast gate circuit re-
sponse, and hence potentially fast rate of change of drain cur-
rent. With a high ratio of Ltto R DR the reactance of the drain
circuit will therefore be high, the voltage drop across Lt will be
high, the "Miller" effect will predominate, and the rate of
change of drain current will be unable to match the applied gate
circuit stimulus. High Ltl RDR' therefore, means that the
switching speed is severely limited by the constraints of the
drain circuit; the drive circuit is "too fast" for the drain circuit.

Small Ltl RDR ratio means just the opposite; the potential
rate of change of drain current is now much faster than the drive
circuit actually allows. The voltage drop across Ltis small, the
"Miller" effect is small, and the gate circuit largely controls the
switching time, virtually unimpeded by the drain circuit. Both
of these extreme conditions are rather easy to analyze.

For intermediate Ltl RDR, the drain circuit and gate circuit
responses can be envisioned as being reasonably "compatible"
with one another. From a purist's viewpoint, compatibility of
the gate and drain circuit responses might be considered to be
the "correct" design point, because the gate circuit is neither too
fast nor too slow for the drain circuit.

We will start the analysis by considering the situation when
Ltl RDR is small. The circuit model is shown in Figure 6, and
switching waveforms are shown in Figure 7. Since there is very
little voltage developed across Lt. the drain voltage vD stays
virtually at the circuit voltage, VD' until the drain current has
risen to its full load value 10'



Because the rate of change of drain voltage is small (almost
zero), virtually no current flows through CGO, and the drive
circuit continues to see the simple parallel combination of CG 0
and CGS (as it did during the turn-on delay period). The
gate-to-source voltage, vGS, therefore, continues to rise
exponentially:

The drain voltage is equal to the circuit voltage VO' less the
small (almost negligible) voltage drop across Lt:

It remains to quantify how small the ratio Ltl R OR must be
for equations (3) through (5) to remain valid. The essential
condition is that the rise of drain current must, for all practical
purposes, be exclusively under the influence of the applied drive
voltage. This means that whatever voltage change occurs across
Ltshould not be noticed in the gate circuit. The current through
CGO will, therefore, be small by comparison with the current
through CGS (CGS is typically about 10 x CGO: however, a
sufficiently large. voltage change at the drain would produce a
current through CGO which is comparable to or larger than
·that through CGS'

The essential condition therefore is that iOO [= CGO
(dvo/dt» should be small by comparison with 'GS [= CGS
(dvGS/dT)].

By differentiation of equations (3) and (5), this yields:

Table I puts the above criterion into perspective, and shows
typical value of Lt and the corresponding "minimum" values of
ROR' for various HEXFETs. Clearly the values of ROR
needed to satisfy this condition are very high relative to most

Table 1: Limiting values of ROR that define which equations (turn-on Interval 2, and turn-off Interval 3) are
applicable, for various HEXFETs.
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Intermediate LtlROR

normal application requirements. This condition will not,
therefore, be frequently met in practice; its consideration here is
useful. however, because it helps to introduce the overall
problem.

Intermediate LtiROR

We will now consider the situation when the ratio of L{/ RDR
is not small, but has some intermediate value; the voltage drop
across L{ due to the increasing drain current becomes signifi-
cant, and the current through CGD cannot be neglected. The
general circuit model of Figure 5 applies. and typical switching
waves are illustrated in Figure 8(a) and (b).

The mathematical analysis is a little too lengthy to keep touch
with physical realities. We will, therefore, confine ourselves to a
simple statement of the results.

There are two possible sets of solutions. depending upon
whether or not the system is critically damped. If overdamped.
then:

Note the similarity of condition (7) to (6). Table I also shows
typical values of L{ and corresponding minimum values of

RDR that satisfy equation (7). This condition is certainly more
likely to be encountered than condition (6), though once again it
is generally not representative of most typical practical situations,

The gate voltage, vGS. the drain current. iD' and the drain
voltage vD' are:
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The end of the time interval will generally be marked by the
drain voltage having fallen all the way to iO x ROS(ON)' with
the drain current not having completed its rise.

For an "underdamped" system. the converse of (7) applies:

LR CGS
2

-- > ----
RDR 4CG])llfs
The minimum values of ROR shown in Table I that satisfy
equation (7) now become the maximum values that satisfy
equation (13). Generally. most practical situations will be
covered by equation (13).

The gate voltage vGS' the drain current iO. and the drain
voltage vo. are:

-t/T3 l sinw3t I
vGS=(VT+VF)-VFe ICosw3t+ w3T3 I (14)

. - tIT 3 l. sin w 3 t I
ID=gfsVF-gfsVFe (osw3t+ w3T3 I (IS)

-t/T3l I t.
vD = VD - gfsV FW3Lee II+ w

3
2
T3

2 rm w3t (16)

where

2LCCGogfs
T =----3 CGS

V 4LRCGORORgfs - ROR2CGS2

2L RCGORORgfs

The end of the time interval will be marked either by the drain
circuit iO reaching 10, or the drain voltage Vo collapsing to iO x
ROS(ON)' whichever occurs first.

Large LlIRoR
Now consider the situation when Ltl ROR has a large

value-representing a "fast drive" circuit with a "slow" drain
circuit. The equivalent circuit model is shown in Figure 9. and
switching waves are illustrated in Figure 10. Note that we are
ignoring the gate-to-source capacitance CGS' This is valid
because with large Ltl R OR ratio the "M iller" effect predomi-
nates and current through CGS is small by comparison with
that through CGO'

The inductance Lt now presents such a high impedance that
the increase of drain current "requested" by the drive circuit
cannot be satisfied; the drive circuit is largely impotent to bring
about the drain current that il asks for.

The drain voltage now collapses relatively quickly-generally
well before the current rise is completed. The end of the period is
marked by the HEX FET reaching the essential condition of a
"closed switch "-the voltage across it having collapsed completely.

The mathematics are rather simple: in order to gain insight, it
is useful to proceed through the analysis step by step:

vGS = (VT + VF) - iORROR

iO = gfs(vGS - VT)

:. pLRiD = - pLRgfsRDRiDR

vD = VD - pLRiO

vD = VD + pLRgfsRDRiDR

iDR = - pCGDvD

Therefore from (22):

:. (p2LRCGDgfsRDR + I) iOR = 0

Equation (23) is a classical second order differential. with
purely "oscillatory" terms.

By imposing the appropriate boundary conditions[ vGS = VT
at t = O. and pLiO = 0 at t = 0 (since iGO oF 00)]. the following
solutions are obtained:

(25)

(26)

Figure 9. Circuit Model for Turn-On Interval 2,
High Lt/ROR
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It remains now to establish how large Ltl RDR must be for
the above simple relationships to be valid.

The starting assumption was that the current through CGS is
small by comparison with the "Miller" current iGD through
CGD' This implies:

1R «
OR wICGS

·hfsCGORORL Q
CGS

Table I shows maximum values of R DR for various HEX FErs
for different values of Lt that satisfy the above condition. It is
clear that this condition, and hence expressions (24) through
(26). will generally apply only to relatively low impedance drive
circuits.

Simple qualitative checks on the above relationships will
prove their validity. From equation (28). wI increases as RDR
or Lt decreases. The rate of rise of drain current, therefore.
increases as either of these parameters decrease, which is to be
expected. From equation (27). the voltage across Lt is propor-
tional to Lei RDR' Thus increasing Lt or decreasing RDR
gives increasing voltage across Lt-again, to be expected.

The end of the interval occurs when either the drain current
iD reaches 10' or the drain voltage collapses to zero [more
precisely when it becomes equal to iD x RDS(ON)]. IflO or VF'
or both, are small. iD could reach 10 before the collapse of
drain voltage is complete. 1n practice. the voltage collapse will
generally occur well before the current has risen to 10' To take
an example, with the IRFI50 HEXFET (rated 25A at 100°C)
operating in a 60V circuit, with a gate forcing voltage VF of7V,

Lf = I I'H. and RDR = 2!l, the voltage collapse will he eom-
pleted by the time the drain current has risen to O.25A (i.e ..
about 10/, of rated current).

This result is to be expected: we have already reasoned that
for large LnRDR ratio, the HEXFET essentially acts as a
closed switch, the voltage across it collapsing quiekly, with the
current rising much more slowly, at a rate determined hy the
external circuit inductance.

The second time interval ends at the completion either of the
drain current rise or the drain voltage fall. The completion of
the remaining event-voltage fall. or current rise-- whichever it
is. takes place during the third time interval.

Fortunately, since only the drain voltage or the drain current
are now still changing. the analysis is easy. and is independent of
the ratio of Lfl R DR' If the drain current is no longer changing.
then Lf is irrelevant, since there is no voltage drop across it.
whilst if the drain voltage is no longer changing. the HEX FET
already acts as a closed switch, and R DR is irrelevant.

Consider first the situation when the voltage completes its fall
during the third interval. The equivalent circuit model is shown
in Figu re I I. At the sta rt of the period the d ra in voltage is V D'.
Since the drain current is constant. vGS must also be constant:

Therefore iDR is also constant:

. 1 VOR - (VT + IO/gFS)
lOR=ROR(VOR-VGS)= R

OR
(31)

Since vGS' is constant. no current flows in CGS' and all of iDR
flows in CGD' The rate of change of voltage across CGD is
therefore:

dVGO = iOR = VOR - (VT + IO/gfs)

dt CGO RORCGO

The rate of change of drain-source voltage isequal to the rate of
change of drain-gate voltage. since vGS is constant. Therefore.
the drain voltage is:

(
VOR - (VT + IOfgfS»)

vO=VO*- -------- t
RORCGO

'a
YGS = VT + ~

'OR =<YOR- • GS)/ROR
'GO = 'DR
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Figures 11 end 12. Circuit Model and Waveforms for Turn-On Interval 3. iD is

Already Equal to 10, vD Collapses.



We will now consider the situation whcn the current com-
pletes its rise during the third time interval. the drain voltage
having already collapsed.

The equivalent circuit model is shown in Figure 13 and
switching waveforms are shown in Figure 14. The drain current
iO is:

The gate voltage continues to increase exponentially during
the third interval. at time constant TG [equation (2)]. This.
however. has no influence over the drain current or voltage.
since the HEX FET is already "fully on."

The gate voltage completes its exponential charge. at time
constant TG. to the level of the applied drive voltage YOR' This
has no influence over the drain current or voltage. sincc the
switching sequence in the drain circuit has already been
completed.

Turn-Off Delay Interval 1

The equivalent circuit model is shown in Figure 15. and
operating waveforms are shown in Figure 16. The applied drive
voltage YOR is assumed to fall instantaneously to a negative

= '0'+ Vot
Lp

Figure 13. Circuit Model for Turn-On Interval 3. Vo Has
Already Collapsed. iO rises to 'a.
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voltage -Y2 (this could. of course. be zero. or even positive.
representing a small residual positive drive voltage). The volt-
age appearing between the gate and source terminals falls at a
rate determined by the time constant ROR eG' and nothing
happens in the drain circuit until the gate voltage falls to YT +
(10/ gfs)' which corresponds to the gate voltage needed to sus-
tain the drain current 10' This point marks the end of the
turn-off delay period. The gate voltage during the turn-off delay
interval is given by:

The equivalent circuit model is shown in Figure 17. and
typical switching waveforms are shown in Figure 18. The drain
voltage rises to YO whilst the drain current remains constant at
10' and the gate voltage remains constant at (YT + 10/gfs)' At
first sight this may be surprising; a moment's thought shows it
has to be so. Until the drain voltage just exceeds the circuit
voltage. YO. the freewheeling rectifier 0 (Figure 2) remains
reverse biased; the whole of 10 must. therefore. continue to flow
into the drain of the HEX FET. So long as the drain current is
constant. the gate voltage will also be constant (since these two
parameters are inextricably tied to one another by the HEX FET's
transfer characteristic). and the current flowing "out of" the
resistor ROR is drawn exclusively from the gate-to-drain
capacitance.

Since the drain current is constant. the ratio of L{/ ROR has
no bearing upon the operation during this period. By similar



reasoning used to analyze the voltage fall during the third
interval of switch-on, the following relationship is derived:

The general circuit model for this interval is shown in Figure
19. At the end of the second interval, the drain voltage is just
equal to the supply voltage VD' while the current is equal to the
full load value, 10' The freewheeling rectifier D (Figure 2) is
now poised at the point of conduction, ready to receive the load
current 10' and the potential at the "top" of L{ is now fixed
essentially at YD' In order for the drain current to be commu-
tated into the freewheeling rectifier, it is axiomatic that the
drain voltage must increase above YD' This reflects the funda-
mental property of inductance L{; the voltage across it must
reverse in order for the current in it to reduce; a voltage-time
integral must be developed, equal to 10 x L{, for the drain
current to be returned to zero. This fundamental consideration
relates directly to the inductance L{, and is quite independent of
any other circuit considerations. The magnitude of the peak
overvoltage developed across the HEXFET will be propor-
tional to the size of the inductance L{, the magnitude of the
current 10, and the speed of switching.

In most practical circuits, the voltage transient at the drain
can easily exceed the voltage rating of the HEXFET. In the
absence of an externally connected local voltage clamp, the
HEXFET will likely be driven into avalanche, acting, in effect,
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Figure 20. Circuit Model for Turn-Off Interval 3 Small
LtlROR

as its own voltage clamp, and preventing further substantial
increase of voltage. This mayor may not be permissible,
depending upon whether the HEXFET is rated to handle the
avalanche energy. If it cannot do so, then a local external
voltage clamp, such as a zener diode, connected physically close
to the drain and source terminals will be needed. and this will be
functionally equivalent to the HEX FET itself avalanching. save
that the energy is absorbed by the clamp. rather than by the
HEXFET.

In this third time interval of turn-off, as during the second
time interval of turn-on, both the drain current and the drain
voltage change. Again, these two events are dynamically intert-
wined. A change of drain current produces a change of voltage
across L{; this produces a current flow through the "M iller"
capacitance CGD; this restrains the rate of decrease of gate
voltage, which in turn restrains the original rate of change of
drain current.

As we would expect, the form of the analytic solutions
depends upon the ratio of L{/RDR' We will simply state the
results, since the derivation follows the same general procedures
covered for the second turn-on interval.

The equivalent circuit model is shown in Figure 20, and
operating waveforms are shown in Figure 21.
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Intermediate LljROR

The general circuit model shown in Figure 19 applies. Either
equation (7) or( 13) must be satisfied. Operating waveforms for

Ll'/RnR that satisfy equation (7) are shown in Figure 22(a).
Expressions for the gate voltage vas. the drain current in. and the
drain voltage vn are as follows:

(10 + Us [VT + V2])

(TI - T2)

(10 + Us [VT + V2])L£ -t/T2 -IITI
vn = Vn + -------- e - e (42)

(Tl - T2)

where TI and T2 are given by equations (11) and (12).
respectively.

Operating waveforms for L£/RDR given by equation (13)are shown
in Figure 22(b). Expressions for the gate voltage vas. the drain current
in. and the drain voltage vn are as follows:

-t/T3 sin w3t
in = (10 + Us [VT + V2]) e cos w3t + ~ ...

_'~T+~ "sl
GATE I VT"VOLTAGE ..!...

1)0 DRAIN I
~

URRENT
I I------

I~
"IT I~'v DRAIN Vo_ L:O~T~~
l--'3----J

"'GS=(~+VT+V2)(T1e·tlT1-T2e·t/T2} -v2

(T1=T2)

. (10 + 9'sIVT + V2) I I
'0= (T,-T2) T,e-t/T,-T2e-tlT2 -gfs(V2 +vT)

Figure 22(8). Waveforms for Turn-Off Interval 3
Intermediate L{!ROR

Figure 22(b). Waveforms for Turn-Off Interval 3
Intermediate LI/ROR
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Figure 24. Waveforms for Turn-Off Internal 3 Large
Lt/RDR

2L£ 10CGS-->---
ROR CGOgfs

-t/T3vo = Vo + (10 + gfs[VT + V 2))w3L£e

{I + -T-i }sin w 3 t
w3 T3

where T3 and w3 are given by equations (17) and (18).
respectively.

Large Lt/ROR

Large L{/ RDR is defined by equation (29). The circuit model
is shown in Figure 23, and operating waveforms are shown in
Figure 24. Expressions for the gate voltage vGS, the drain
current iD' and the drain voltage vd' are as follows:

Turn-Off Interval 3a (Clamping of the Drain Voltage)

The expressions just derived assume that the drain voltage
will increase to whatever extent the circuit operation dictates. In
practice, as already stated, the instantaneous drain voltage is
likely to exceed the voltage rating of the HEXFET; this is
particularly true for high L{/ R DR ratio.

In this event, either the HEXFET will be driven into
avalanche-in effect acting as its own "voltage clamp" and
limiting further increase of voltage-or, if the HEX FET is
unable to handle this. an external local voltage clamping device
would have to be connected.

In either event, at the instant at which the drain voltage
becomes equal to the "clamp" voltage, interval 3. as given by the
previous equations, comes to an end, and interval 3a-the
clamping interval-starts.

Figure 25 shows the equivalent circuit for the "clamping"
interval. with an external clamp, and operating waveforms are
shown in Figure 26. The drain voltage is assumed to stay
constant at the "clamp" level, VCLAM p, while the drain circuit
current decays linearly to zero:

The period ends when iD = O. Note that if the HEXFET acts as
its own clamp and is driven into avalanche, then equation (49)
applies to the HEXFET's drain current; ifan external clamp is
used. drain current can be assumed to stop flowing at the start
of this interval. and equation (49) then applies to the current in
the external clamp.

At the end of interval 3 (or 3a) the drain current has fallen to
zero, but the drain voltage VD', is greater than the circuit

LQk~:LAMP
I (VCLAMP -Volt

iO t t =10" -l-,-

--lF VO = 'CLAMP

DRAIN
CURRENT

I " ....I / /CLAMP
D-Y~RRENT

10:;: 0
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VOLTAGE -;--'--T--

VCLAMP VLl__!_
1-'3a



voltage VO. The drain capacitance Co then "rings" with the
stray circuit inductance Lt, the oscillation being damped by the
stray circuit resistance Rt- Figure 27 shows the equivalent cir-
cuit for this interval, and Figure 28 shows a typical drain voltage
waveform.

2LQ
T4=RQ

j4LQCO - C02Re 2

w 4 = ------- Q
2LQCo

During this interval the gate voltage discharges exponentially
with time constant TO towards a final value of -V2.

VI. A Worked Design Example

Figures 29 through 32 show switching waveforms for a spe-
cific design example, obtained from the analytic expressions
presented in this paper. Various combinations of Lt/ROR, and
amplitude of drive voltage, are considered in order to illustrate
the effects of these parameters on the switching performance.
The following data is used:

HEXFET type: IRFI50

Cas: 2650 pF
Coo: 350 pF
VT: 3 V
gfs: 8 A/V
Vo: 50 V
10: 35A

(e) RDA-50
Lfl :: 200 nH

VDty

'00 A
P.WX10

(b} ADA-lOP
lot -too.H

SWITCHtNQ ENERGY - U p.J

"O,y
100 A
p, WX10

SWITCHING ENERGY:: 1.a,wVo

Figure 29 shows waveforms calculated for the turn-on inter-
val for: (a) ROR = 5 ohms, Lt= 200 nH; (b) ROR = 50 ohms, Lt
= 200 nH; and (c) ROR = 50 ohms, Lt= I"H. The drive voltage
VOR is 10 volts.

Condition (a) is representative of a fast drive circuit, and a
relatively high impedance of Lt- The drain voltage falls rapidly,
and most of the current rise time occurs subsequent to the
collapse of drain voltage. The switching energy is almost neglig-
ible -a mere 0.12 "J. In Figure 29(b), the inductance is the
same, bur the drive resistance has increased to 50 ohms. The
gate drive circuit is now much slower, and the drain voltage
collapses much less rapidly; in fact, the drain current now
completes its rise before the drain voltage collapses completely.
The total switching time (current rise + voltage fall) increases
from 150 ns in Figure 29(a) to 360 ns in Figure 29(b). More
significantly, the switching energy increases from O.l2"J to 55
"J.

In Figure 29(c), the drive circuit resistance is still 50 ohms,
while the drain inductance Lt has increased from 200 nH to 1
"H. The speed of the drive circuit is, therefore, the same as in
Figure 29(b), but the impedance of Ltincreases by a factor of 5.
The voltage drop in the drain circuit is, therefore, once again
very significant, and the drain voltage collapses much more



rapidly. Because of the increased inductance, however, the cur-
rent rise time is much longer. The switching energy decreases
from 55 IlJ in Figure 29(b) to 1.8 IlJ in Figure 29{c), because of
the much faster voltage collapse. It would be wrong to believe,
however, that the overall switching losses can be decreased by
increasing Lt. The energy saved during turn-on by increasing Lt
is more than offset by increased energy at turn-off. Increasing
Lt to reduce the turn-on losses is counterproductive; it simply
postpones the "day of reckoning"to the turn-off interval.

Before studying the details of the turn-off waveforms in
Figure 30, it will be instructive to make some basic comparisons
between the operation during the turn-on and turn-off intervals.

At turn-on the peak dissipation is drastically effected by the
Lt/ R OR ratio, and is very small if this ratio is large. At turn-off,
however, Ltj ROR has no real influence on the peak dissipa-
tion, and this is always relatively high. This is because the drain
current cannot start to decrease until the drain voltage has risen
all the way to the circuit voltage. The peak dissipation during
the voltage rise interval (turn-off interval 2) will, therefore,
always be Vo x 10' While the value of drive resistance, ROR'
controls the duration of this period, Lt, has no effect upon it.

The next turn-off interval (t3)' is also one of relatively high
power dissipation. Even with no drain inductance, the drain
current must decay from 10 to zero with the dram voltage at the
full circuit value, VO' In practice Lt will never be zero, and the
energy stored in this inductance (1/2 Lt102) will also be dissi-
pated during this period. It is evident, therefore, that while the
turn-on energy depends strongly upon the LtjROR ratio, and
can be very small if LtjROR is large, there is no way of avoiding
a much more significant turn-off energy. Generally, the larger is
Lt, the greater will be the total energy dissipation, even though
the turn-on dissipation may be very low.
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Figures 30{a) through (c) show waveforms at turn-off that
correspond to the same three sets of values of ROR and Ltas in
Figure 29(a) through (c). The waveforms in Figure 30 (a) are for
a fast drive circuit (ROR = 5 ohms). The drain voltage rises
rapidly to the clamping level of95V. Note that in the absence of
a clamp the drain voltage would rise to a hypothetical peak of
235V (assuming that this 100V rated HEXFET would take it!).
The energy dissipated in the HEXFET during the time the drain
voltage rises to the 95V clamp level is referred to in Figure 31 as
"switching" energy, and is 45 IlJ-more than two orders of
magnitude greater than the energy at turn-on for the same
values of ROR and Lt[Figure 29{a)].

Once the 95V clamp level is reached, the current decays
approximately linearly, and an additional 235 IlJ of energy is
dissipated during the clamping period. This energy would be
dissipated either in an external clamp, if this is used, or in the
HEXFET itself-assuming that it is capable of operating in its
avalanche mode.

Note that the energy stored in Lt, 1/2 LtI02 = 1221lJ, is about
half the total energy dissipated during the clamping period.
Simple physical reasoning confirms the correctness of this; not
only must the energy stored in Lt be dissipated, but since the
supply voltage Vo continues to feed energy to the circuit liD
continues to be drawn from VO)' this energy also must end up
being dissipated during this period.

Figure 30(b) shows waveforms for ROR = 50 ohms, with Lt
the same as for Figure 30{a). The response of the gate drive
circuit is much slower, and hence the rate of rise of drain voltage
is also much slower -so slow, in fact, that the drain voltage
never reaches the clamping level of 95V. In this case, all the
switching energy must be dissipated in the device itself, and
there is no opportunity for shunting some of this into an exter-
nal clamp. The total switching time increases from 175 ns
[Figure 30{a)] t0400 ns, and the total switching energy increases
from 280 to 450 IlJ. Once again, the turn-off energy of 450 IlJ is
much greater than the turn-on energy of 55 IlJ for the same
value of Ltand ROR [Figure 29{b)].
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Figure 30(c) shows turn-off waveforms for ROR = 50 ohms,
but with Lt increased to I ,..H. As would be expected, the initial
rate of change of drain voltage is the same as in Figure 30(b);
l.ntilthe drain voltage becomes equal to the circuit voltage of
50V, the drain current remains constant at 10. and Lt has no
effect. Thereafter, however, the drain voltage moves much more
rapidly upwards, and has no difficulty in reaching the clamp
level of 95V. The total switching time increases to 950 ns,
because of the increased value of Lt, and the total switching
energy increases from 450 ,..J in Figure 30(b) to 1435 ,..J in
Figure 30(c).

It is interesting to compare the energy reduction at turn-on
when Ltis increased from 200 nH to l,..H, Figures 29(b) and (c),
versus the energy increase at turn-off [Figures 30(b) and (c)].
The energy reduction at turn-on is(55 - 1.8)= (53.2,..J, while the
energy increase at turn-off is (1435 - 450) = 985 ,..J. The net
effect of increasing drain circuit inductance is a very
substantial inC'rease in the total energy dissipation.

The waveforms in Figure 31 show the effect of increas-
ing the applied drive voltage from 10V to 15V, for RDIi
50 ohms and Lt= 200 nH. The total switching time decreases
from 360 ns to 160 ns, and the switching energy decreases from
55 ,..J to 6 ,..J.

Figure 32 shows the same comparison for the turn-off inter-
val. The waveforms in Figure 32(a) are for no applied drive
voltage during the turn-off interval, while those in Figure 32(b)
are for a negative drive voltage of -15V. The total switching ti"\,C
decreases from 400 to 250 ns, and the switching energy from 450
to 305 ,..J. The negative gate drive voltage not only reduces the
total switching energy, but also, because it -forces the drain
voltage to reach the 95V clamping level, it offers the possibility
for "dumping" 195 ,..J of energy which would otherwise be
dissipated in the HEXFET, into an external clamp.

So far we have ignored the effect of the common source
inductance LS, shown dashed in Figure 2. This inductance will
always be present to some extent; even with careful circuit
layout, the user will have to accept, at a minimum, the internal
lead inductance within the package of the device. For a TO-3
package, this inductance is in the order of 10 to 15 nH. We will
now consider briefly the modifying effect of LS on the switching
operation.

Figure 33 shows the general equivalent circuit which includes
LS. As the drain current iO starts to increase at turn-on, a
voltage will be developed across LS due to the rate of change of
drain current. This voltage is common to the gate circuit, and its
polarity is such to reduce the net voltage appearing between the
gate and source terminals. Like the "Miller" effect, which pro-
vides a negative feedback from the drain to the gate, slowing
down the rate of change of current, so the common source
inductance also provides a negative feedback, from the source
circuit to the gate, also slowing down the change of drain
current.

A complete analysis of the switching operation that includes
the effect of the common source inductance can be accom-
plished by means of the procedures already presented. This is
beyond the scope of this paper. We will content ourselves
instead with an approximate analysis, the main benefit of which
is the extreme simplicity of the result.

Referring to the equvialent circuit in Figure 33, it is evident
that LS only has an effect when the drain current is changing,
and the HEX FET is in its active region. This restricts the
analysis to interval 2 during turn-on, and interval 3 during
turn-off.

The loop equation for the gate circuit is:

· RiGS L' L' VIDR DR +-C- + P SIGS + P SiD" DR
P GS

By making the approximation (valid for practical operating
conditions) pLSiO ~ pLSiGS' equation (53) becomes:

· RiGS L' V ( )IDR DR + -C- + P SIO = DR S4
P GS

Now
· gfsiGS
10 = gf vGS = --

S pCGS

liD
D

Figure 33. Equivalent Circuit Including the Effect of
Common Source Inductance, LS




